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There is no over-arching framework

1. Tens of theories: basal ganglia, motor control, 
anal-oral fixation, purely learned, repair 
hypothesis, weak fiber connections, genes, 
EXPLAN, dopamine.

2. Theoretical Fuzziness: Is one correct? Or all 
wrong? Are there subtypes? 2 or 3? Or as many 
as there are theories? Does this affect 
experiments?

3. Theories rarely connect to re-enforced 
biopsychosocial symptoms.



Propose and apply NDC-4

1. NDC-4 catches diversity of stuttering in causes 
and symptoms (as permanent neurobiological 
deficit modulated by biopsychosocial 
adaptations.)

2. NDC-4 offers a framework to discuss natural 
recovery in early childhood stuttering.

Feel free to ask questions at any time



NDC-4 is holistic framework for 
scientific theories on stuttering

Neurobiological Demand and Capacity model
(hide complexity of causal subtypes)

within 

4-system biopsychosocial framework
(acknowledging the re-enforcing adaptive learning)

(the topic of an up-coming book)



BIG PICTURE



All share dysfunction in performance

Stutterers might vary in causes and symptoms, but

“All have moments where they know exactly what they 
want to say but cannot actually say it.”

“Those moments are abnormally frequent and the 
duration of the jam is abnormally long.“

“They have moments where they can say exactly what 
they want to say at the moment they want to say it.”



Many causes to one dysfunction
to many symptoms

Demand > 
capacity

Jamming in 
system

Delay in 
speech 

initiation

Long pause
Block
Repetition
Filler
Stop
Switch words 
Stress
...

Gene A
Gene B
Virus
Gene A + B
Blow to head 
Gene D
Gene G + trauma
Gene E + male
Develop issue A
Develop issue D

Decoupling between causes and symptoms
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Permanent neurobiological deficit leads 
to biopsychosocial adaptation

BIO

SOCIALPSYCHO

Permanent deficit in one affects others!

NDC





NDC: A SIMPLE MODEL FOR 
NEUROBIOLOGICAL DEFICIT



There is a neurobiological basis

“Stuttering is 

• a result of impaired communications among a network in the 
left hemisphere. 

• Connectivity impairments in this network constitute the 
neural signatures of stuttering.” (Lu et al. 2009)



Much evidence points to a 
neurobiological abnormality

Many brain 
findings 
across 
studies

Speech and 
language is 
neuro-
biological.

Not just a 
consequence  
of stuttering

•Abnormality in 
kids present, 
too.

genes 
involved in 
many cases



We need a simple model of the 
neurobiological basis of stuttering

Too 
complex

Subtypes 
in causes

Explain 
symptoms



Think neurological demand and capacity

Speech system has an 
abnormally low 

capacity unable to 
cope with normally 
high neurological

demands



An analogy to a highway system is useful

Standard 3-lane

2-lane only due to “bad” genes

Damaged 3-lane due to incident

Many causes for low capacity



Low capacity is sensitive to different factors

Weather

Car accidents Road works

like levels of brain chemical

Like “tired” brainInterference from other 
brain regions

Many factors affect the capacity of the highway.



Low capacity cannot deal with normal peak 
demands but with average demands

Little demand
(Sunday morning)

Low demand
(weekday)

High demand
(rush hour)

a) a jam is more likely, 
b) when it happens, it is a complete breakdown.



Excess demand leads to stuttering

Demand 
> 

capacity

Jamming 
in system

Delay in 
speech 

initiation

Different 
reactions 
to delay

Long pause
Block
Repetition
Filler
Switch words
Stop sentence
Prolonging last syllable
And more



DERIVE AND USE A CONCRETE 
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL FRAMEWORK

From an upcoming book co-written with Dr Michaux, PhD psychology



Need a concrete bps framework!

BIO

SOCIALPSYCHO

Permanent deficit in one affects others!

NDC



ENVIRONMENT

ORGANISM

ENVIRONMENT

MEMORIES

BODY

ENVIRONMENT

COMMUNICABLE MEMORIES
(LIKE CONCEPTS, BELIEFS, SCHEMES)

BODY

CONFINED MEMORIES
(ASSOCIATIONS, MOTOR CODES, EPISODES)

Human system consists of 4 systems



Psycho and social are better defined

BEHAVIOURS 
EXPERIENCES

BODY

ENVIRONMENT

ASSOCIATIONS
MOTOR CODES

EPISODES

STORED 
IDEAS

10’000s!!!
10’000s!!!

Billions of cells!!

PSYCHO



A case study

From a neurobiological deficit to full-blown 
stuttering symptoms



BODY: the low capacity leads to stuttering

Low capacity speech system

The low capacity system in the bio system jams at high demand and 
creates stuttering behaviour and experiences of stuttering.

BEHAVIOURS 
EXPERIENCES



AME are created as kid adapts

Low capacity speech system

Stuttering behaviours and experiences from jamming in biological system creates 
associations, motor codes, and episodes. While low capacity system keeps on jamming!

Associates “d” to blocks

Learns tensing up at block & 
speak fast when fluently

Episodes of blocking publicly

BEHAVIOURS 
EXPERIENCES



ENVIRONMENT changes

Low capacity speech system

The associations, motor code, and episode are fuelling the stuttering behaviours 
and experiences with primary and secondary stuttering on top of the jamming. All 

of this has an impact on the environment.

Parents react

Parents set norms

Friend teases

Associates “d” to blocks

Learns tensing up at block & 
speak fast when fluently

Episodes of blocking publicly

BEHAVIOURS 
EXPERIENCES



Beliefs are created as kid adapts

Unstable speech system

The kid/teenager/adult processes the stuttering behaviours and experiences 
cognitively and holds certain false beliefs that makes the handicap greater and 

fuels stuttering behaviours further.

Parents react

Parents set norms

Friend teases

Norm of ideal speech 
(parents / friends).

I must hide my stuttering

I have no girlfriend due to my 
stuttering

Associates “d” to blocks

Learns tensing up at block & 
speak fast when fluently

Episodes of blocking publicly

BEHAVIOURS 
EXPERIENCES



RE-VISITING NATURAL RECOVERY



NDC-4 allows to revisit development

Brain regions 
mature

Capacity 
increases

Demand from 
other regions 

increases

Controlled by 
Genes

Developmental 
Path

Permanently 
low capacity in 

adults



Normal: capacity coping with demand

2             3             4             5             6          AGE

CAPACITY/DEMAND

CAPACITY

DEMAND



Not-recovered: persistently low capacity

2             3             4             5             6          AGE

CAPACITY/DEMAND

CAPACITY

DEMAND



Why does natural recovery happen?

Option 1:

Brain plasticity repairs the neurobiological deficit.

Option 2: (nothing magically happens)

Abnormal asynchronous development leading to 
a temporary low capacity or high demand

A. Capacity develops slower

B. Demand from too fast maturing regions



Recovered: Slow capacity development

2             3             4             5             6          AGE

CAPACITY/DEMAND

CAPACITY

DEMAND



Recovered: Fast demand development

2             3             4             5             6          AGE

CAPACITY/DEMAND

CAPACITY

DEMAND



Temporary deficit creates learned behaviours

No real deficit 

No compensation

A-synchronous 
Development

Psychosocial 
Impact stays

No deficit does 
not mean no 

stuttering

Takes time to 
un-learn 

behaviours



Conclusions
 Fluent kids: appropriate capacity to demands, but some stumble during 

development is possible but rare and short.

 Stuttering kids: 
 excess demand abnormally frequent and long
 Kick-starts learned adaptive behaviour and beliefs.

 Recovering kids:
 for those where the excess demand is temporary.
 But need to unlearn adaptations.
 Treatment might help to unlearn faster.

 Non-recovering kids:
 For those where the low capacity is permanent
 Learned behaviour and beliefs stay due to low capacity.
 Treatment cannot affect low capacity, but adjust adaptation.
 Might be fluent if low capacity is minimal and unlearning behaviour.



Reminder

Demand > 
capacity

Jamming in 
system

Delay in 
speech 

initiation

Long pause
Block
Repetition
Filler
Stop
Switch words 
Stress
...

Gene A
Gene B
Virus
Gene A + B
Blow to head 
Gene D
Gene G + trauma
Gene E + male
Develop issue A
Develop issue D

Decoupling between causes and symptoms
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THANK YOU


